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Agile Content Management: Strategic Communication in Corporate 
Newsrooms
Jens Seiffert-Brockmanna, Sabine Einwillerb, Neda Ninova-Solovykhb, and Daniel Wolfgruberb

aDepartment of Foreign Language Business Communication, Vienna University of Economics and Business, Vienna, 
Austria; bDepartment of Communication, University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria

ABSTRACT
Corporate communication increasingly evolves into newsroom-like forms. In 
such structures, traditional approaches of functional differentiation (i.e., 
internal coms, media relations, public affairs, etc.) give way to topic- and 
content-centered approaches to corporate communication. Megatrends like 
globalization, digitalization, mediatization, and the decline of journalism 
have facilitated these developments. This study provides insights on agile 
content management gathered from 32 semi-structured expert interviews 
with communication professionals working in 13 business organizations in 
Germany and Austria. Results indicate that on the strategic level, commu-
nication management reacts to rising communicative demands in organiza-
tional environments by implementing agile-like concepts in communication 
departments, which are content-driven and not based on departmentalized 
specialization. Accordingly, the importance of competent and largely auton-
omous content managers increases, with these experts subsequently serving 
as conductors of inclusive, collective storytelling that reaches far beyond the 
communication department, into every relevant stakeholder group. Thereby, 
business organizations cope with the challenges of increasing complexity in 
the information society of the 21st century.

Introduction

The advent of information and communication technologies (ICT) and with it, the dawn of informa-
tion society at large (Webster, 2014), presents companies with unprecedented communication chal-
lenges. The fracturing – even atomization – of the old 20th century, mass media dominated, public 
sphere due to the rise of social media and user generated content, has left companies in chaotic 
communication landscapes. While the “old” world of newspapers, magazines, TV and radio channels 
was already difficult, it was still manageable through media relations. The ever-growing information 
networks that form society (Castells, 2010), and in which every company is embedded, have expanded 
and multiplied exponentially – and so have the intersections between organizations and its publics. 
The increasing complexity of today’s society and its myriad new technologies that create massive 
troves of data, a.k.a., big data, signal that the next game changer (i.e., artificial intelligence) is already 
looming beyond the horizon, forces companies to alter their approach to communication.

Yet, many affordances in corporate communication remain as they were. People need stories as 
a basis for identification and to establish and maintain active, long-term relationships (Hutton, 1999) 
with organizations. Stories are the glue that binds together imagined communities (Anderson, 2016) of 
stakeholders around companies. In addition, stakeholders need representatives to connect and interact 
with reliably. The news media is still an important force to reckon with (Zerfass et al., 2016), and, not 
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to forget, the integration of communication has been a conceptual and practical endeavor for decades, 
even before the advent of social media and user generated content. Integrated marketing commu-
nications (IMC) postulated the necessity of integrated programs and processes in corporate commu-
nication in the 1990s (Duncan & Caywood, 1996; Schultz et al., 1994). Integrated communications, the 
broader concept that encompasses fields beyond marketing, such as public relations or corporate 
communications, understands itself as “a vision of an organization that is able to survey and monitor 
its own communication as one coherent entity” (Christensen et al., 2008, p. 424). But given all the 
challenges of decentralized structures in today’s network society, Christensen et al. (ibid. p. 443) went 
further by envisioning an approach of flexible integration:

Within such a structure, tight couplings in some processes are counter-balanced by loose couplings in others. 
Along with weak ties, such a structure cultivates variety and promotes agility and learning by allowing its 
members to continuously test and challenge taken-for-granted routines and assumptions and suggest alternative 
ideas and understandings.

The purpose of this study is to explore the state of the art of agile communications in 
companies against the conceptual background of integrated communications and the aforemen-
tioned flexible integration. The article proceeds in four steps. First, a review of the changing 
communication environment companies find themselves in today is provided. Next, the con-
ceptual development of agile organizations, as captured in concepts like integrated communica-
tions or flexible integration, is examined, and an argument is made for why agile organizations 
are (better) able to cope with the communicative challenges of the current information and 
network society. This is followed by a presentation of the findings of 33 semi-structured in-depth 
interviews with communication professionals from 13 companies in Germany and Austria on the 
state of the art of agile content management. Finally, the implications of this study are discussed 
with regard to future strategic communication practice and research.

Literature review

The growth of (agile) content management as an organizational practice has diverse roots. In most 
literature, the advent of ICT and IMC are considered the milestones to mark its onset. This is under-
standable, since content management in its most basic understanding is defined as “an integrated 
approach for storing and organizing all kinds of information from notes to data, reports, web contents 
and digital assets” (Bianco & Michelino, 2010, p. 118). While this definition is centered on the procedural 
and technical dimensions of managing the data tide in the accelerated media society, Aladwani (2014) 
suggests to also include the social aspects of content management by defining social content management,

as the deliberate and dynamic management of all aspects of internal and external social content in a business 
including data, technologies, processes, human, and organizational elements in order to create and maintain long 
term value for the business. (p. 134)

While this view is already close to content management as a professional communication 
practice in organizations, it still lacks a strategic rationale from a communication perspective 
and, therefore, a more precise understanding of what long-term value means with regard to 
corporate communication. Seiffert-Brockmann and Einwiller (2019) propose that content man-
agement is a theme-driven process that entails “the management of strategically important 
content, narratives and stories which define the image and identity of an organization in the 
perception of its stakeholders and the public” (p. 6). This is consequential insofar as it views the 
need for managing data and information through the lens of stories and narratives the business 
organization needs to tell.
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The need for stories

A content management system that does not bear storytelling in mind misses an important 
point. Evolution has shaped the modern human mind to seek and identify patterns through 
cognitive biases, even where there are none (Kahneman, 2012). Corporate storytelling (Seiffert- 
Brockmann & Einwiller, 2019) is a way to guide the pattern seeking process and shape its 
outcome by systematically and coherently narrating relevant content. While communication 
departments have been, and still are, rather subordinate units in the scheme of business 
organizations, their function as storytellers is essential. This has not always been apparent, 
especially in the days when businesses dominated their markets with unique products. Selling 
these products depended more on gaining customers’ awareness and attention through advertis-
ing than convincing a broader set of stakeholders that the seller is also a good (corporate) citizen 
(Matten & Crane, 2005). Content management in modern business organizations is not just 
a matter of packaging messages more attractively for the purpose of support other organizational 
functions like marketing.

First and foremost, the management of content is instrumental in establishing and maintaining 
relationships with relevant publics (Broom et al., 1997; Bruning & Ledingham, 1999; Ledingham, 
2006). A core requirement for establishing effective relationships is a shared narrative about the 
organization-stakeholder identity – a story. Viewed from this perspective, organizations are essentially 
storytelling systems (Boje, 1991) that are constantly engaged in sense-making (Rhodes & Brown, 2005) 
through the creation and communication of stories.

It is well established that the human mental capacity for social relationships is limited (Dunbar, 
1998); or conversely, that only our large – as compared to other mammals – human brain allows us 
to handle as many relationships as we do (Dunbar & Shultz, 2007). Stories are a means with which to 
establish those relationships and to create an imagined community (Anderson, 2016). To tell a story 
in front of an audience is to lay the groundwork for the fabric of a community. Listeners will hear, 
and probably even embrace, ideas conveyed by the story. As with all stories, organization- 
stakeholder stories consist of narratives that are constantly evolving and thus reflect the “processual, 
dynamic nature of organizations” (Mautner, 2017, p. 618). This dynamic nature implies that telling 
stories is only one side of the equation, however. The idea of organizational listening (Macnamara, 
2016) implies that listening is almost equally important to develop a sense for who others are and 
what is important to them. Thus, telling and listening will lead to relationships that entail trust 
(Yang et al., 2015), co-orientation (Avery et al., 2010), mutuality (Sisson, 2017), and engagement 
(Jelen-Sanchez, 2017).

As our brains allow us to follow the subtleties and complexities of our social relationships, 
organizational communications enable the handling of organization-public relationships. 
Keeping track of those relationships, establish new ones, and maintain existing ones is no trivial 
matter, especially if the number of potential relationships far outweighs the organization’s 
capacity to form and maintain them. Organizations reduce the growing complexity in their 
environment by increasing their own complexity (Schneider et al., 2017). Over the course of the 
20th century, this implied the addition of more and more communication sub-units, or silos, 
such as public relations, public affairs, issues management, and media relations. Only then were 
larger organization able to keep up with the pace of the technological development of mass 
media, which was necessary if they wanted to stay in touch with their publics. Storytelling was 
always at the core of the business organization’s communicative efforts, since it goes the essences 
of being human (Gamble et al., 2018). The rise of ICT did not fundamentally change the game, 
it just massively widened the playground and increased the speed of communication dramati-
cally, thus increasing environmental complexity. In addition, ICT forced business organizations 
to be more receptive and reflective in their storytelling, because at that point, the audience began 
to co-create stories as the organization-public-relationship developed.
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Changing landscapes

It has always been true that stories are dynamic in the sense that they evolve in the relationship 
between the teller and the audience. Winkler and Etter (2018) have deemed this the dual-narrative lens 
on storytelling. Throughout the 20th century, the main audience of corporate communication was 
journalists who then spread the story to the public at large. The dual narrative established itself in 
media relations, captured in approaches like the intereffication model (Bentele & Nothhaft, 2008) or 
the co-orientation approach (Avery et al., 2010). ICT, and especially social media, have cut out the 
intermediary and shifted to co-creation between business organizations and their publics. Today’s 
organizations are facing a much different landscape than their counterparts in the late 20th century. 
Today, organizations confront a variety of fundamental changes in their external environment: The 
advent of ICT led to the ascent of user-generated content, which in turn contributed to the downfall of 
journalism. Digitalization, globalization, and the vast increase in available information are further 
aspects that ICT made apparent and accelerated.

It is a truism to state that the advent of ICT has upended every aspect of corporate communications. 
Castells described these changes in his seminal work The Rise of the Network Society (2010), where he 
predicted the revolutionizing powers of this new technological era, and its impact on organizations. 
He foresaw the shifting emphasis of organizational communication away from institution centered 
media relation to a network focus by arguing: “The fundamental dilemma in the network society is 
that political institutions are not the site of power any longer. The real power is the power of 
instrumental flows, and cultural codes, embedded in networks” (2000, p. 23). Especially, social 
media have affected the communication of companies in a way that can hardly be understated. For 
companies, the relationship between their communication departments and the gatekeepers of the 
public, i.e., journalists, is no longer the predominant mode of operation. At the end of the 20th century, 
corporate communication was still very much driven by the affordances of news journalisms and its 
procedures in print, radio, and television. This has changed fundamentally. Not only has the co- 
orientation shifted from journalists to co-creational users at large, but the news cycle has widened to 
24-hours per day.

According to data from the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics (2019), the ratio between 
journalists and public relations-professionals in America has changed from 1:1.9 in 1999 to 1:6.4 in 
2019. While this number is far from being evidence of a general crisis in journalism (Curran, 2010), 
there are signs that the intermediary role of journalism is become less and lesser important, while the 
boundaries between journalism and public relations (and advertising) become blurred (Macnamara, 
2014). The most visible indicator is the increase of owned media – i.e., media and content produced by 
companies themselves – in the field of business communication (Baetzgen & Tropp, 2013; Savič, 
2016). Thereby, business organizations more and more bypass the traditional routes of corporate 
storytelling, i.e., earned media (publicity through media relations) and paid media (advertising). In 
terms of organizing the communication department, this poses a challenge. In addition to core media 
outlets, with whom businesses can establish trustful relationships on a personal level, companies now 
also have to establish and maintain ties to broad communities, largely online, that do not rest on 
interpersonal communication. Consequentially, Lock referred to the digital age as a “game-changer for 
the communication between organizations and stakeholders” (2019, p. 1). Digitalization and globa-
lization then necessarily entail a widening of the engagement zone in time and space. Especially 
internationally-oriented businesses experience a constant need to act and react to news and informa-
tion relevant to the global markets they are engaged in.

However, the winds of change not only engulf business organizations from the outside. The 
external drivers of change also amount to challenges from within. The silo-mentality of many business 
organizations is an obstacle to IMC (Kitchen et al., 2007); thus, it presents a challenge to a holistic 
approach to corporate communication (Neill & Jiang, 2017) and content management (Ninova- 
Solovykh et al., 2019). Silos are problematic from two perspectives: For one, they tend to increase 
the rigidity of hierarchies, which is tantamount to a decrease in speed and flexibility when dealing with 
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digital communication. Second, silos lead to “parallel processes and a doubling of work” (Ninova- 
Solovykh et al., 2019), since every silo needs to cope with the same challenges of digital communication 
by itself. As a result, communication becomes increasingly dysfunctional, de-synchronized, and 
ineffective (Ots & Nyilasy, 2015). Unsurprisingly, communication departments have not been spared 
from the general pressure to work efficiently, which is reflected in stagnating, even decreasing budgets 
(Ninova-Solovykh et al., 2019).

These changing landscapes force a reaction from business in one way or another. One answer to the 
challenges of the aforementioned internal and external drivers of change is organizational agility, 
a concept that has gained traction in corporate communication in recent years.

The agile organization

Companies have reacted to the increasing environmental changes and challenges by establishing new 
cultures of work and management. As always, every organization is unique in how it adapts to its 
environment. However, most of the changes implemented over the course of the early decades of the 
21st century, resemble concepts that have become associated with the term agility. The general reason 
for the uptrend of the concept is that agile organizations are believed to be more successful than their 
not-so-agile competitors (Cegarra-Navarro et al., 2016; Eriksson, 2014; Roberts & Grover, 2012). 
Agility is a fuzzy concept that dates back to the 1990s (Goldman et al., 1995; Volberda, 1997). It 
incorporates a wide range of managerial approaches (Denning, 2015; Holbeche, 2015; Rayner, 2018), 
from changes in leadership, more flexibility, speed, and innovation, to flattened hierarchies and 
decision-making structures. All concepts ultimately entail a fundamental shift in corporate culture, 
which is described as a change from controlling to enabling (Denning, 2015). Overall, organizational 
agility can be defined as “the capability to cope with rapid, relentless, and uncertain changes” (Cheng 
et al., 2020, p. 96). Or, as Zerfass and colleagues have defined it, as “the overall capability of an 
organization to respond to and take advantage of the changes initiated by the drivers in the internal 
and external environments” (Zerfass et al., 2018, p. 7). As the authors further emphasize, this boils 
down to four dimensions that mark an agile organization: flexibility/adaptivity, effective and efficient 
performance, responsiveness, and speed (p. 4).

In the field of corporate communication, agility has also attracted scholarly attention more recently. 
Scrum, aimed at integrating flexible planning and constant change into a dialogic public relations 
process (van Ruler, 2015), is a concept that utilizes agility. According to van Ruler, this innovation is 
necessary since,

We can no longer see communication as communication between two or more actors but should define it as 
a multi-way diachronic process of ongoing constructions of meanings in which one cannot foresee who is 
involved, in what way, and what the results will be. (2015, p. 187)

Van Ruler goes even further in calling for the implementation of strategic communication manage-
ment as agile management (van Ruler, 2018). Her reasoning follows the above stated insight, that due 
to rising environmental complexity, organizations need to adapt by increasing their own complexity. 
At first, this may sound counterintuitive, since agile processes are designed to simplify organizational 
operations, which is most clearly implied in the idea of flattening hierarchies and tackling the silo- 
mentality. However, on a second look it becomes apparent that this supposed simplification is a trade- 
off with heightened affordances placed on business communicators. On the one hand, this implies 
that, as a consequence of increased agility, the boundary between technicians and managers in 
communication (Hogg & Doolan, 1999) should blur, or even collapse, as the role itself becomes 
more complex. On the other hand, the organization itself becomes messier, because flatter hierarchies 
open up communication pathways outside procedural specifications, thus more uncontrolled com-
munication at a horizontal level. Still, the strategic value of creating an agile, integrated structure 
(Belasen & Belasen, 2019) seem to outweigh the challenges of the concept (Zerfass & Schramm, 2014). 
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Thus, in the field of corporate communication, businesses have begun to harness the potential of agile 
content management in the form of a (not so) new structure: corporate newsrooms.

Corporate newsrooms: Content management in agile organizations

The newsroom concept has been adapted from journalism where it “was the dominant form of 
employment and organization of work” (Deuze & Witschge, 2018, p. 169) during the 20th century, 
and has since then further evolved into digital realm (Bunce, 2019). Faced with the upheavals of the 
aforementioned trends like digitalization, business organizations were quick to adopt the idea, which 
has become a prolific concept in the world of corporate communication.

Equally, academia has focused its attention on online newsrooms (Bajkiewicz et al., 2011; Lee & Lin, 
2015) as a place where “media content provided by the organization and/or thematic content about the 
organization and its key issues from several platforms” is aggregated (Zerfass & Schramm, 2014, p. 79). 
The corporate newsroom is only the next logical step in the evolution of business communication, as 
a topic-centered approach on organizational communication (Spachmann & Huck-Sandhu, 2019). 
Hence, corporate newsrooms are not merely collectors and aggregators of content, but spatially 
integrated control units (Moss, 2016). Their main task is to control, direct, and devise, ideally, the 
entirety of corporate communications (Seiffert-Brockmann & Einwiller, 2019), which includes all 
communicative functions in advertising, marketing and public relations.

While the management of content is, naturally, at the core of the daily business of corporate 
newsrooms, their added value lies in their strategic selection of themes, which the business organiza-
tion develops and distributes via corporate storytelling. According to Seiffert-Brockmann and 
Einwiller (2019), the drivers behind the selection of core themes for corporate communication are 
organizational strategy and organizational operations on the internal side, and stakeholders and 
emerging issues on the external side. Proceeding from there, strategic communication management 
develops themed hierarchies that break down the overarching themes into concrete units of commu-
nication content and events. The abstract, overarching theme thus becomes more fine-grained as the 
process goes along. Broad general themes like sustainability, quality, or innovation, but also themes 
special to one business organization only, are thereby appropriated for specific audiences.

In the case of sustainability, Siemens provides an instructive example (see Table 1). Siemens has tied 
its own sustainability efforts to the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Agenda (2015), as the 
underpinning framework, which includes goals like no poverty, gender equality, decent work and 
economic growth, or responsible consumption and production, to name just a few. Siemens then takes 
the overarching theme of sustainability and breaks it down into main-themes that have a bearing on 
the company’s operations, i.e., environment, people and society and responsible business practices 
(Siemens, 2020). These main themes are then even further differentiated into sub-themes, e.g., 
decarbonization, conservation of resources and product stewardship to match the daily challenges 
in the businesses’ operations. All communicative activities can then be framed as being part of the 
story of one sub-theme. In the case of decarbonization, Siemens offers all kinds of content that can be 
related to its stance towards decarbonization, e.g., videos, statements on initiatives, case studies or 
position papers (Siemens, 2020).

So far, this process mirrors classical top-down approaches on the development of communication 
measures out of organizational strategy (Spee & Jarzabkowski, 2011). What is new about agile 
corporate newsrooms is the handling of complexity down the line. In monitoring relevant channels, 
i.e., by listening to relevant stakeholder groups (Macnamara, 2016), the content management of the 
business organization is constantly adapted to its environment. Content managers constantly scan 
content to enrich corporate storytelling based on user-generated data. The generation of themes via an 
outside-in perspective is gaining importance, especially in the form of data-driven storytelling (Riche, 
2018). The idea behind the concept of agile corporate newsrooms is to be better equipped for these 
challenges.
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It is hard to gather reliable data on the current state of corporate communication departments to 
estimate the distribution of corporate newsrooms and their level of development in business organiza-
tions. According to Moss et al. (2017), no dominant type of organizing structure exists in commu-
nication departments worldwide. Rather, CCOs usually match the make-up of their departments 
according to the current circumstances. Since there are no established standards for corporate news-
rooms, a wide variety of implementation should be expected, with many cases that might strive for 
agile content management in theory, but not realizing it in practice. To explore the state of the art of 
agile content management in corporate newsrooms is thus the overarching goal of this paper. Based on 
the above literature review, the following research questions are explored: 

R1: What factors constitute agile content management?

R2: What distinguishes more agile communication departments from less agile units?

R3: How does theme-driven content management compare between more agile and less agile 
companies in terms of processes and structures and theme identification?

R4: How do the requirements towards employees differ between more agile and less agile newsroom 
concepts?

Methodology

To answer these research questions, an exploratory study was designed based on semi-standardized 
interviews with experts. Data collection proceeded in three steps. In a preliminary review of trade 
magazines, the current state of the art of content management in corporate newsrooms was assessed. 
In parallel, a review of academic literature on content management was conducted, with attention to 
topics and issues of corporate communication in newsrooms. This was combined with participant 
observations of two professional workshops on corporate newsrooms, held in Munich and Bonn/ 
Cologne, Germany. Both workshops were organized by the trade publication PR Report, one of the 
leading magazines in the German-speaking field of public relations. Subsequently, a preliminary 
questionnaire was developed, which then was tested and refined over the course of two expert 
interviews with members of the Public Relations Association Austria (PRVA). As a result, the 
questionnaire was organized into two versions to capture the distinct views of strategic and opera-
tional content management. Both versions were pre-tested with communication professionals at 
a Vienna-based company.

Following a grounded theory approach (Corbin & Strauss, 2015), a theoretical sampling procedure 
was adopted to produce a sample as diverse as possible in terms of fields of businesses, the status of the 
corporate newsroom (non-existent, rudimentary, or full-fledged) in the company, and the company’s 
level of adoption of content management (add-on vs. integrated). Upon reaching theoretical satura-
tion, our final sample included 13 companies in Germany and Austria,1 where we conducted 33 
problem-centered interviews (Witzel & Reiter, 2012) with communication professionals. Accordingly, 
13 experts were interviewed with regard to strategic content management, i.e., one representative of 
each company who was involved in the process on a strategic level (e.g., chief communication officer 
or head of content management). The other 20 interviews were done with operational managers who 
were either in charge of a specific channel (e.g., Instagram, Facebook, etc.) or issue (e.g., artificial 

1The sample included companies from the following sectors: one from postal and telecommunication services (PT1_GER), one from 
public service (PS1_GER), one from financial services (FS1_AUT), one from hotels and tourism (HT1_GER), one from chemical 
industries (CI1_GER), one from consumer goods (CG1_GER), two from technology (TE1_GER, TE2_GER), two conglomerate 
companies (CC1_GER, CC_AUT), and three from the transportation sector (TP1_GER, TP2_GER, TP3_AUT).
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intelligence, sustainability, etc.). All interviews were conducted, recorded, and transcribed in German. 
The coding procedure and analysis was performed using MAXQDA 2020 (VERBI Software, 2019).

To assess the state of the development of the content management in each business organization, 
we asked the experts in our pre-test to describe the current state of affairs of agile content management 
and used academic literature to identify potential factors. Thereby we assessed variables critical to 
agility like speed, flexibility, error culture, hierarchical structure in order to determine the overall state 
of content management in business organizations. With the above-mentioned conceptual definition in 
mind, we asked the experts in our sample what their understanding of agility is.

Results

The key factors of agility in content management that emerged during the interviews are generally in 
line with the aspects in conceptual definitions mentioned above. The definition of agility by one 
manager can be seen as representative:

Agility to me is individual responsibility, ownership-culture, to appropriate topics and pursue them consistently. 
It means to work beyond the boundaries of units, tearing down that awful silo-mentality, to learn a lot and quick. 
In agile project teams one is not only limited to her topic, or core competence, but also has to look beyond the 
edge and sometimes outside the own area of expertise. Consequently we became faster, way more efficient and 
have now more fun with our projects. (CC1_GER_03)

Correspondingly, the factors of agility that recurred in interviews regularly are flexibility, introdu-
cing new forms of work and new structures, speed, flat hierarchies, internal exchange and the creation 
of synergies, autonomy and self-responsibility, adaptability and a trial and error culture – thus 
answering RQ1. Implementing these aspects in content management processes would, in the eyes of 
the experts, lead to more agile communications, which all of them see as desirable in principle. When 
asked for the reasons why their organization did (or should) adopt more agile newsroom structures, 
the answers were largely in line with the overall challenges posed by the environmental changes of 
today’s network and information society. The need for speed and actuality where mentioned by all 13 
experts in the strategic group, communicative consistency by eight, and digitalization by seven still. 

Table 3. Frequency of agile dimensions.

Newsroom light (less agile) Corporate newsroom (more agile)

Trial and error (15) Flat hierarchies (21)
Taskforces (7) Trial and error (20)
New forms of work and new structures (7) Autonomy/self-reliance (16)
Flexibility (6) Flexibility (11)
Autonomy/Self-reliance (5) Taskforce(s) (8)
Speed (4) New forms of work and new structures (7)
Adaptability (3) Exchanges and synergies (6)
Exchanges and synergies (3) Adaptability (5)

Speed (5)

Table 2. Grouping of companies in terms of agility.

Newsroom light (less agile) Corporate newsroom (more agile)

FS1_AUT HT1_GER
PS1_GER TP1_GER
CI1_GER TP2_GER
TE2_GER TE1_GER
CG1_GER CC1_GER
CC2_AUT PT1_GER

TP3_AUT

Note: Companies in table have been anonymized.
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Subordinate reasons were public exposure for certain issues in the public, the professionalization of 
the workforce, the need to strengthen corporate reputation, the ability to set themes, and globalization.

To answer RQ2, experts in the executive group were asked to self-assess whether they think their 
organization is agile and to what degree. As a second indicator, agile dimensions (see above) were 
coded in the entire transcripts of the executive and employee group. As a result, two categories of agile 
content management emerged, which were labeled as corporate newsroom (CN, more agile) and 
newsroom light (NL, less agile). In practice, the organizations in the sample did not fall, in most 
cases, neatly into one of the two categories, but could rather be placed on a continuum between not 
agile and very agile. Some companies, like PT1_GER, for example, completely dissolved classical 
structures in its communication department and introduced a full-fledged corporate newsroom. Its 
communication met all the criteria for agility. However, most organizations checked some criteria but 
not others.

To be able to sort them nevertheless, criteria were compiled for less agile departments and for very agile 
departments. Consequently, less agile communication departments, or newsroom light (NL) departments, 
are characterized by a classical silo-structure that is supplemented with an added content management unit 
and additional agile procedures. These added structures and processes reach into all departmental sub-units 
to coordinate content management in order to gain speed, consistency, flexibility, and efficiency. It is 
usually established as the main control unit for theme-driven content management on a strategic level, 
while most operational routines remain under the domain of each sub-unit.

Corporate newsrooms, on the other hand, completely integrate the entirety of the communication 
department in the business organization with the overall goal to control communication holistically. 
All matters of corporate communication are organized in projects, which are realized by teams that are 
assembled for the specific project only. Based on this differentiation, the two groups included the 
business organizations shown in Table 2.

Figure 1. Interconnectivity of dimensions of agility in newsroom light organization.
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Based on this grouping, expressions of agility in the transcripts were compared across the two 
groups (see Table 3) to assess how they differed from each other in the judgements of their executives 
and communication managers.

Comparing the two groups to each other highlights some stark differences, as Figures 1 and 2 show. 
Every circle represents one code, while agility is the superior category with all others being sub- 
categories. The numbers in the brackets indicate the frequency with which the category was coded in 
the transcripts. The closer two categories are spatially, the more both categories resemble each other. 
Clusters of similar categories are marked by different colors. The lines between categories indicate 
whether two categories showed overlaps in the transcripts. The thicker the line is, the more often the 
categories co-occurred.

The most striking difference between both groups is the recurring reference to flat hierarchies in the 
CN group and a much stronger referral to the autonomy and self-reliance of content managers. As one 
content manager at CC1_GER put it: “Our executive always says that, in a sense, we have to yield 
control. Moreover, it really is the case now. We do not have so many decontrolling loops anymore and 
we do trust people more.” (CC1_GER_01) This emphasizes the heightened importance of individual 
managers and their expertise in agile organizations. To enable self-reliant processes, managers have to 
be competent in a wide range of themes, topics, and issues; they need to be trusted to take the right 
decisions without constant supervision by their executives. This, in turn, has enormous consequences 
for the hierarchical structure of communication departments in business organizations.

A manager at PT1_GER highlights the interconnection between flattening hierarchies and the 
resulting change in control: “When we introduced our content management system we deposed the 
classical hierarchical model. Therefore, since 2013, we are a pure project organization, solely driven by 
topics.” (PT1_GER_01) Autonomy and flat hierarchies are thus two sides of the same coin, as 

Figure 2. Interconnectivity of dimensions of agility in corporate newsrooms.
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a content manager from CC1_GER remarks: “I sure do post on my own. I do not ask for permission; it 
won’t kill anyone. If I ask the entire day, ‘May I post this, and may I post that?’ nobody would want 
that. We want people to be agile, to do things on their own.” (CC1_GER_02)

Also, while trial-and-error are frequently mentioned in both groups, the connection to agility is 
stronger in the CN group than in the NL group and both categories are clustered more closely in the 
former. Nevertheless, an error culture is important in all business organizations, “as long as our 
reputation does not suffer, everything is alright” (TP1_GER_02), as one manager at TP1_GER put it. 
In addition, one theme manager at TE1_GER remarked that one “should not make the same mistake 
twice” (TE1_GER_01).

The interconnectedness of the categories in the CN group also hints at the conceptual links between the 
categories in the minds of the respective executives and content managers. While in the NL group all 
categories are solely linked to agility as the superior category, experts in the CN group draw cross 
connections between autonomy and flexibility, flexibility and trial-and-error, and from flexibility to new 
forms of work and new structures. The connection between task forces and exchange and synergies 
furthermore hints at the creative potential of project- and theme-driven approaches in corporate 
newsrooms.

With regard to RQ3, the results indicate that, in principle, processes do not differ much on 
a descriptive level. As Figure 3 outlines, most parts of the content management process are equally 
considered in both groups; however, some differences emerged.

First, the conceptual part of the process seems to be more extensive in more agile organizations, i.e., 
executives and managers in CN structures referred to prioritizing, goal setting, decision making, and 
planning and conceptualizing of themes and topics more often than their counterparts in NL 

Figure 3. Dimensions of the content management process in newsrooms light and corporate newsrooms.
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organizations. That would align with the idea of individual autonomy of content managers, who are 
self-reliant most of the time but need a clear idea of their purpose. In a more hierarchical setting, 
interventions are much easier during the process and errors can be adjusted—at the price of more 
feedback loops. Correspondingly, coordination efforts seem to be taking place more frequently in NL 
organizations, which is not surprising given that the compartmental structure with the additive 
newsroom adds yet another organizational unit. Nevertheless, corporate newsrooms do not dispose 
of meetings per se. The number of meetings is reduced to a necessary minimum and coordinative 
communication between staff is taking place at an interpersonal level, if necessary. Additionally, the 
use of digital tools is spreading so that much of the relevant conversation around collaboration and 
coordination can be relegated to digital content management systems. An executive from CC1_GER 
describes these changes as follows:

Our editor’s meeting is central. We cancelled many other meetings in favor of this meeting. Previously, we had 
parallel meetings in our regions, every month were the responsible team collected and prepared topics. Then, the 
individual content teams met, the unit teams in media relations, online marketing, etc. met, and then there was 
yet another meeting for the website and social media. Overall, there was a meeting for every topic and every 
channel, hence, many, many meetings. Today we try to cover all of that in our editor’s meeting. There one gets all 
the necessary information. In addition, there is Trello as a tool, which accompanies the whole process. Looking 
into the future, I believe, if all of this works supported by the tool, I am not so sure if we really need even our 
editor’s meeting. (CC1_GER_03)

The second part of RQ3 touches upon how business organizations identify themes for their 
communication. Comparing NL and CN to each other again shows much accordance, as demon-
strated in Table 4. Organizational strategy is by far the most important source for the identification of 
relevant themes. Furthermore, NLs and CNs alike primarily develop their communication with an 
inside-out approach, i.e, relying on internal sources to create stories. The identification of themes, and 
their subsequent development, via an outside-in approach (e.g., through organizational listening or 
active monitoring), is still only a marginal source for communication departments. The primary 
difference, it seems, is the stronger emphasis on storytelling in corporate newsrooms.

A content manager at TP2_GER described their approach on storytelling as the need “to tell the 
same narrative in different voices, on different channels in different stories. I believe this is only 

Table 4. Storytelling and theme finding strategies in content management.

Newsroom light Corporate newsroom

Frequency of storytelling 34 48
Theme identification inside-out Derived from strategy 36 32

Themes provided by employees 20 26
Research 14 11
Operations 5 5
Assignment by top management 2 7
Brainstorming 4 3

Theme identification outside-in External events 8 9
Organizational listening 6 7
Mass media 2 1

Table 5. Most desired skills of content managers.

Staff competencies Newsroom light Corporate newsroom

Understanding of communication (processes) 27 37
Personnel development 17 29
General expertise/competence 13 27
Project management 14 16
Interest and curiosity 16 11
Independence and self-responsibility 4 12
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possible in the corporate newsroom.” (TP2_GER_01) Likewise, a manager from TP1_GER stresses, 
“From my point of view that [the story] is the basis of everything. Without the story, nothing works. 
Without a story, we cannot tell anything today. Hence, we look out from the beginning for the story, 
not the facts and how to approach people emotionally.” (TP1_GER_02) That being said, differences 
between NL and CN are not a matter of conceptual differences, but rather of scale and a time lag. 
Almost all companies with NL settings are aware of the growing importance of storytelling, as 
a content manager from FS1_AUT notes, “The content marketing part is growing in our company. 
That was not the case before. The process is moving away from products, towards storytelling.” 
(FS1_AUT_01)

Finally, RQ4 was intended to explore the importance of individual content managers and their 
competencies with regard to agile content management. Results indicate that the introduction of agile 
structures and processes puts a premium on the competencies and skills of content managers, no 
matter what the state of the communication department is. Nevertheless, CNs seem to emphasize the 
training and development of their staff and the importance of staff expertise and competencies more 
than NL-organizations, as demonstrated in Table 5. Also in line with the findings concerning RQ1 is 
a more frequent referral to employee’s autonomy and self-reliance, i.e., more agile organizations seem 
to be more likely to expect their employees to take the initiative, be self-motivated, and work 
independently.

This might also explain why experts in more agile organizations more frequently highlight the 
importance of skills in understanding. A content manager at TP3_AUT emphasized that “it is 
important that one has a good overview innately, that one understands connections” 
(TP3_AUT_01). An employee at HT1_GER voiced the same idea by saying that “the requirement is 
to say, think bigger, be able to see the whole picture” (HT1_GER_01). In that sense, content manager 
should not only have an understanding of communication with regard to their area of expertise, but of 
corporate communication as a whole. Ideally, a manager can anticipate the repercussions of her 
communicative actions and price them in. However, there is an un-dissolvable conflict between the 
goal to become more agile and the need to get the most qualified experts onto a task: The acquisition of 
expertise. A TE1_GER executive recognized this dilemma: “The ideal is that in principle, every one of 
our content captains can act in any thematic field. But this contradicts with another objective, the 
acquisition of high levels of expertise, so that they do not need to constantly consult with other experts 
in this or that area.” (TE1_GER_02) This reflects a wider conflict between the idea of constant 
informal exchange among individuals to create the best possible solution and the concept of self- 
empowerment in terms of competence and expertise. At some point, an expert might be tempted to be 
too autonomous and become operationally blind.

Limitations

This study has several limitations. The review of corporate newsroom concepts in trade publications is 
skewed in the sense that the articles in these magazines represent earned media, i.e., they are the result 
of public relations efforts and not necessarily objective journalistic research. Second, the data gathered 
to explore agile content management in corporate newsrooms is self-reported by experts. The 
assessment of the respective state of development of agile operations is solely seen through the eyes 
of the experts who participated in this study. Due to practical reasons, a comprehensive observation of 
newsroom operations was not possible, nor was an ethnographic study. Furthermore, the data might 
be biased in terms of social desirability.

Another important caveat concerns the analysis and presentation of the data. To avoid a purely 
anecdotal analysis that is prone to highlighting preferred results that align with the theoretical 
underpinning, a more quantified presentation was included. As with traditional content analysis, 
the frequency of categories that emerged in the transcripts was compared. On the one hand, this 
complements and enriches an analysis purely based on anecdotal quotes. On the other hand, it only 
pretends to objectify the data. After all, the cases in the sample fall onto a continuum between not agile 
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and agile, which means that the subdivision into the NL and CN groups is not neat, but instead, rather 
fuzzy. Both groups are not representative for their respective concepts, which are more idealized 
analytical categories than clean expressions of organizational reality. Therefore, differences between 
both groups are not significant in a statistical sense but only indicators for the existence of trends along 
the continuum between not agile and very agile. Finally, the study is based upon a convenience sample, 
which is justified with regard to the explorative nature of the project. However, a larger, more 
randomized sample would have provided a more objective overview of the state of the art of agile 
content management.

One should also not forget that the sample is heavily skewed towards bigger companies, who are 
more engaged in agile content management that smaller ones, simply due to greater resources at their 
disposal. Last but not least, one should also keep in mind that newsroom structures, like the digital 
communication landscape they deal with, are highly volatile structure, with which business organiza-
tions often experiment. Settings change constantly and new leadership often brings new concepts and 
ideas on how to approach content management. Therefore, newsroom structures are in a constant 
state of flux, which makes them hard to study and their impact difficult to estimate.

Future studies need to apply a wide range of methodologies to gather more data. Qualitatively, 
more ethnographic studies are needed that observe the process of agile content management in detail, 
especially to correct for the social desirability and expertise bias in interviews. The present study has 
outlined variables of agile content management, which should be observed in depth in order to 
develop operationalizable hypotheses. On a quantitative level, broad, standardized surveys and 
extensive computational content analysis could provide insights on the actual usefulness of agility as 
a concept, which suffers from its reputation as a buzzword.

Implications and conclusion

Today, all organization are exposed to global, societal trends that force them to rethink and restructure 
their modes of communication. According to executives and content managers, implementing agile 
structures and processes across communication departments is an effective means to cope with these 
challenges. By abandoning siloed structures and rigid hierarchies, business organizations aim to better 
adapt to these circumstances. However promising the overall development might seem, these changes 
come with trade-offs attached. By changing the fabric of corporate communication, business organi-
zations increasingly put their fate in the hands of their employees. Hierarchies are a means to 
determine the locus of decision making in an organization. In a steep hierarchy, communication 
managers need to consult their superiors whenever they are trespassing on the territory of another 
organizational unit. Thus, organizational structures serve as fallback positions and operational safety- 
nets, and they provide clear pathways of decision making. They also provide relatively clear role 
descriptions for organizational members, thus facilitating the organization of content management 
through procedures.

Eliminating these structures implies a shift in the burden of responsibility away from the chain of 
command toward the individual manager. On the one hand, shifting the responsibility to individual 
managers certainly increases adaptability, speed, efficiency, innovation, and openness for change. It 
also presents content managers with a more rich work experience and room for maneuver. On the 
other hand, it places a heavy burden on the individual and makes personal training and resilience ever 
more important. Flattening hierarchies in turn will increase internal power struggles and promotes 
a more competitive organizational culture, which might not fit to every business organization per se. 
Introducing agile concepts will henceforth require an investment in human resources to train 
corporate newsrooms staff and content managers to cope with the affordances of agile 
communication.

Furthermore, this has far-reaching implications for the process of organizational strategy develop-
ment. To be able to orchestrate communication with largely autonomous project managers, strategiz-
ing has to be more inclusive to imprint the strategic imperatives on crucial staff, who then have to 
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apply it independently in their project. What could ensue is the emergence of a new kind of 
organizational storytelling. The individual freedom of choice of content managers in corporate 
newsrooms makes the incorporation of themes, topics, and issues from an outside-in approach easier 
than ever before. Instead of the business organization as the lone storyteller, narrating becomes a joint 
effort of organizations and their stakeholders, with content managers as story conductors who weave 
narrative elements from diverse sources into collective stories. Managing these challenges will require 
relinquishing control over many aspects of corporate communication, and it requires trust among 
members of the business organization. Increasing organizational agility will inevitably increase the 
importance of trust as an effective means to reduce complexity. The risks of this enterprise are 
numerous and its costs are high, but so is the promise of a new, more inclusive storytelling 
organization.
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